The 15th Step

Signs of theTimes
By Joseph Costa, PhD
In recent months there has been a change in energies on Earth and in the Mass Thought stream. The mass thought
stream is the collective thinking system of people on the planet that goes through every human being at all times.
Most of us think we choose our own thoughts, but most of the time we operate and react automatically using thought
particles from the mass thought stream. Thoughts attract to each individual by the use of thought generators called
Chakras. Each Chakra (1-8) has a unique energy and attracts thought based on that energy and what an individual is
thinking.
The change on the planet has been in the mass use of thinking by people shifting from the 4th Chakra Thought
Generators to the 3rd Chakra Thought Generators. I have noticed this shift in several cities in the country where we have
been doing 15th Step seminars, as well as in the national and world news.
The 4th Chakra Thought Center is the magnetic generator of thoughts that balance thinking in the human being. Not long
ago we could see balance happening everywhere. It appeared as people being in the middle, balanced in right and left
(remember the US presidential election in 2000). At that time the Mass thinking was more non-violent, harmonious, and
looking forward, expecting greater prosperity.
Today Mass Thought is being attracted and generated through the 3rd Chakra Magnetic Thought Attractors creating
excitement and anger about a perceived lack of security in finances, life and war. The 3rd Chakra Generator is the
source of thinking where force and wielding of matter come together. Intensity, force, violence, directness and matter
manifestation generate toward creation through use of this Chakra.
For those in the healing fields this shift in Chakra usage by the masses of people indicates a need to be aware that
Spiritual or Soul lessons will now surface as strong physical manifestations on the body. The body will generate acids
that are stronger.
Anger will express more readily and self-induced accidents will accelerate. Signs of coming negative thoughts and
experiences will be felt as a bitter feeling in the stomach area, and disruption in sensitive body areas such as the eyes,
ears, mouth and lower body organs will occur.
For the Hypnotherapist using alternative healing energy methods such as hands, colors, light, sound, and spirit
releasement, one can expect thought form and spirit form resistance to healing to be increased, requiring more focus on
the part of the healer.
This shift from 4th to 3rd Chakra generating centers will increase as thinking moves further into the need to punish and
resolve differences through material force and war. In the focus of man to destroy in the world, the collective Mass
Thought energy is building that will result in creative force destroying many of the innocent.
For those who wish a balanced world and personal life, take the time to mentally change whatever you see, hear or read
that has the energy of anger and violence in it. Change it mentally to a peaceful solution that serves all; Harmony and
Oneness.
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